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START WITH:

Start with the FR-OBS (Ovation Base Station) as the heart of your system.  With 
it’s one source output this unit is wired into your system and it’s powerful 
processor manages all your content.  This includes popular streaming apps 
Pandora, Spotify, SirusXM, TuneIn and the like.  You can also easily synchronize 
your iTunes library and playlists with Ovation as well as having AirPlay, the  
clients own digital music collection and even internet radio.

NEXT ADD:

Next add up to 16 passive (OWP2) or amplified (WA50) players to the system.  This whole home system sits on 
a standard wifi network and the players can be connected to the network either wired or wirelessly.  Each zone  
comes up as a discrete source in the system and will have full independent control with the free iOS or Android 
apps or any of the major home automation system drivers.

HYBRID SYSTEM:

Alternatively if you’ve already got an OMS server (1, 2, 3 or Elite), you can 
easily add one or more of the players to the network and gain an addi-
tional discrete source in a far away zone.  Ideal for partial renovations or 
places like a remote pool house where you just can’t easily run speaker 
wire.

BECAUSE IT’S NOT ALWAYS EASY TO RUN WIRE!
Use our Ovation Base Station and either passive or amplified players to easily build a 

whole home audio distribution system without having to home run speaker wires or put in 
a traditional audio matrix switch.    An ideal choice for retrofit, expansion or any situation 

where it isn’t easy to run speaker cable.

OVATION WIRELESS AUDIO DISTRIBUTION
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AUTOMATION DRIVERS:

w   Two-way Fusion drivers available for:   
       (some are third party drivers)

Ovation Wireless Audio Distribution System - Specifications

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

See specifications for the specific products on their individual cutsheet. 

AUDIO/VIDEO SPECIFICATIONS:

w   Audio Formats Supported:   

These are streaming-only devices.  There is no local storage on any of the 
products.  The Ovation base station supports streaming apps (see website 
for complete, current list) personal music collections over the network and 
internet radio stations.  

w   Video Connections:  

 These are headless devices there are no video displays 

w   Audio Connections: 
 

 Vary by product, see the individual cutsheets for details.

PRODUCTS:

Partner in Excellence

CONTROLLING THE OVATION:

Two-way drivers and mobile applications are available.  These currently include FREE iOS or Android apps and two-
way drivers with automation companies including:  Elan g!, Control4, Savant, RTI, Crestron, AMX.  (URC coming soon)

Ovation Base Station

The heart of the system.  The main 
server to provide content to the 
players.  This unit must be hard-

wired into the system and has one 
analog output.

OWP2

A passive player (no amplification) a 
total of 16 players may be added to 
the system.  Features a Burr-Brown 

DAC with 192kHz/24-bit output.

WA50

A 50Wx2 amplifier is added to 
the OWP2 to create a completely 

discrete zone providing both power 
and an audio source. 

AIRPLAY:

Each zone independently supports AirPlay playback.  Simply  
select the specific zone your looking to push the source to.    
All track and transport control would come from the AirPlay 
source device.


